
Meet the Numpad NB2, with Bluetooth!

Penclic Numpad is for those of us who can’t live without the numerical function. 
It is perfect to use with your laptop or connected to your Penclic Mini Keyboard. 
Now we are launching our popular Penclic Numpad in a wireless version, Penclic 
Numpad NB2! Penclic Numpad NB2 has a Bluetooth connection - perfect for a 
wireless workspace, wherever you are. 

Ergonomics in focus
Penclic Numpad combines modern Scandinavian design, ergonomics and 
functionality without compromising on comfort. With Penclic Numpad get a 
healthy working position for your hand and wrist. Having the numeric portion 
separated from the keyboard allows you to vary the position of your hand during 
work, and thus reduce the risk of problems that may occur from a static working 
position. Penclic Numpad, just like the Penclic Mini Keyboard, is only 5 mm high, 
reducing the effort of the wrist working on a higher keyboard. Quiet-touch keys 
are full-sized and comfortable, they minimize noise and require only a light 
touch, allowing you to work in a relaxed and efficient manner. Penclic Numpad 
is designed in a matte shade that reduces reflections of light and is better from a 
visual ergonomics perspective.

“The ultimate separate numeric part, perfect to use when I work on my 
laptop and need to type in numbers often. It’s faster and more convenient 
than when I use the keyboard numbered segment at the top”

Penclic Numpad NB2 Features
The supported platforms for Penclic Numpad are all operating systems that support 
HID 1.1. These include Windows XP or later, Mac OSX version 10.1 or later and most 
Linux/BSD flavors. No extra software/driver installation is needed.

- Bluetooth connection
- Available in black and white
- 3 regions
- Quiet-touch keys
- Slim profile 5 mm
- Low battery use
- Extra keys:         , tab, ( ) =
- 2 years warranty

Please contact us for more information, contact@penclic.se, +46 (0)8 544 98 995, or visit 
us at www.penclic.se
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